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Abstract –In this study, the elimination of zero diffraction order and twin image from three dimensional reconstructed images in
digital holography and the image enhancement are desired to achieve in a short time by using hybrid methods. In addition, the
brightness of the reconstructed three dimensional image is aimed to increase by using hybrid methods based on artificial neural
network for the first time. To calculate the accurate phase of the hologram using in Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (GSA), the
Fourier transform algorithm and 1- dimensional continuous wavelet transform (1D-CWT) are used. These methods are expressed
as hybrid methods. The usage of 1D-CWT for using in GSA is a first attempt. The intended purpose of using 1D-CWT is to
reduce the twin image and zero diffraction order with performing minimum iteration numbers. The ratio of image enhancement
is given by calculating the normalized root mean square values.
Keywords – image enhancement, digital holography, hybrid method, Artificial neural network, Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm,
1- dimensional continuous wavelet transform.
I. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of real time dynamic analysis in digital
holography allows us to obtain three dimensional (3D)
reconstructed images from hologram in a short time. [1,2]. Not
only the 3D reconstructed images are desired to obtain in a
short time, but also the noiseless images are demanded after
reconstruction process with real time applications. Therefore
the image enhancement process is required to obtain the
noiseless images.
By using phase information, the noiseless images can be
obtained in digital reconstruction process. To reconstruct the
images by using phase information, many studies such as
phase shifting technique [3], Fourier transform [4] and wavelet
transform [5], [6] algorithms have been used so far. In Fourier
transform algorithm (FTA), which is a classical method, twin
image and zero diffraction order problems cannot be
eliminated without spatial filters. On the other hand, phase
shifting technique needs more than one holograms and is not
suitable for real time applications. These problems are solved
by using the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) algorithm
[7].
Even though the reconstructed image is obtained without
twin image and zero diffraction order by using above
mentioned algorithm, the enhancement of 3D reconstructed
images cannot be achieved noticeably. Therefore, different
iterative approaches have been performed in recent years and
they are used in many applications such as image processing
applications, artificial neural networks (ANN) [8], [9].
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (GSA), is a famous iterative
method used for noise elimination [10]. To find the accurate
phase that is calculated by Fourier Transform algorithm
(FTA), the time is wasted so much in this algorithm due to
using iteration process many times.
In this study we propose a new approach by using hybrid
approaches based on artificial neural network to improve the
image quality. Firstly, GSA method with FTA, which is based
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on ANN, is used. This method is named as first hybrid method
in this study. Secondly, GSA method with CWT, which is
based on ANN, is used. It is expressed as second hybrid
method. These proposed methods have been compared for the
first time in this study.
This paper is organized in four sections. The phase
extraction methods in GSA are described in section II.
Moreover; the ANN method is shortly explained in section III.
In addition, the results of the noiseless 3D reconstructed
images obtained by using hybrid approaches are presented in
section IV. Furthermore, the NRMS values of trained images
with ANN according to different iteration numbers are given
numerically in this section. Finally, the results are interpreted
in conclusion section.
II. PHASE EXTRACTION
This work is based up on famous GSA method, where FTA
is applied during phase extraction process. Due to the fact that,
FTA is a classical method and known by the scientist, it is not
given here.
In addition, the phase extraction process in GSA method has
been performed by using CWT algorithm in this study for the
first time. Therefore, CWT algorithm, whose multi-resolution
characteristic is a tool to obtain noiseless image, is only
explained.
A wavelet function is defined as in equation (1) by using
zero average.
¥
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This function is normalized as

= 1 . Here, by centering

the wavelet function in the neighborhood, z value is taken as
0 [11].
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Grossmann and Morlet are defined the CWT function as
s(z) in equation (2) [12].
(2)
Each family function is obtained by using translation
parameter that is given as b Î Â and by scaling the s(z)
function with scale parameter that is defined as s. The complex
conjugate mother wavelet function is also identified here as
*
s,,b z =
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The phase of CWT function
, whose range is in
values, is calculated by using equation (3).
(3)
After calculating the phase in each iterations for GSA by
using FTA and CWT algorithms, the 3D images are
reconstructed. These images are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for
star and clef images respectively.

a

b

Fig. 1 3D reconstructed star images a) obtained with GSA by using FTA b)
obtained with GSA by using CWT

a

To improve the image quality of 3D reconstructed image,
the hybrid methods based on ANN are proposed to use.
III. THE USAGE OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) applications have been
used in many studies so far. These applications are generally
named as connection-oriented networks based on artificial
intelligence [13], [14]. To determine this network parameters,
many algorithms are performed. The learning and teaching
algorithms are an example of these algorithms. In addition, the
parameter estimation algorithms are also used for system
identification. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms (LMA) is a
well- known algorithm that is used to estimate the parameters.
In this study, it is aimed to improve the reconstructed image
quality by using hybrid methods based on ANN. In this
context, LMA is used via MATLAB Neural Network Fitting
Toolbox (nftool) for the implementation in this work. To show
the achievement performance of the image enhancement
obtained by using hybrid method based on ANN, the error ratio
between the input image obtained by GSA and output image
obtained by ANN is calculated. Actually, the errors of the
difference between trained input and output in ANN are aimed
to be minimized by using back propagation algorithm [15]. But
this implementation is different for digital holographic images.
Due to the fact that the noise of the 3D reconstructed image in
digital holography is aimed to eliminate with training process
in ANN, the obtained output image after training process is
desired to be different from input image, which is trained in
the system. Therefore the error is desired to obtain with
maximum value. In this study this error is accepted to equal as
the normalized root mean square (NRMS) value.
In this work, ANN is applied to GSA method with FTA
(first hybrid method) in the first stage and GSA method with
CWT (second hybrid method) in the second stage of this study.
In addition, the ratio of noise reduction by using both methods
based on ANN is given with the NRMS values for different
iteration numbers.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the 3D reconstructed images obtained by
using both methods are presented. The image enhancement of
3D reconstructed images are achieved with training process in
ANN.
The reconstructed images are trained with 15 iterations by
using first hybrid method. The trained reconstructed images
are given in Fig.3 (a) and Fig. 4(a) for star and treble clef
images respectively. To improve the image quality with
minimum iteration number in training process, the second
hybrid method is proposed. Therefore, in the second hybrid
method the star and treble clef images are trained with 3
iterations. The output images of ANN trained with 3 iterations
are also shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) respectively.

b

Fig. 2 3D reconstructed treble clef images a) obtained with GSA by using
FTA b) obtained with GSA by using CWT
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means that second hybrid method provides a better result. In
addition the 3D reconstructed images obtained by proposed
hybrid methods are brighter than the images trained without
ANN method. Namely, the training process increases the
brightness of the reconstructed images.

a

b

Fig. 3 3D reconstructed star images obtained by using first and second
hybrid methods respectively a) trained with 15 iterations b) trained with 3
iterations

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, the image quality of 3D reconstructed images
in digital holography is desired to improve by using hybrid
methods. Moreover, the brightness of these images is aimed to
increase. In this context, GSA methods with FTA and CWT,
which are trained with ANN, are proposed to use.
It should be noted here that, if first hybrid method is used,
the iteration numbers in GSA will increase. It is seen in table
1 that, the maximum error is achieved with 15 iterations by
using first hybrid method and 3 iterations by using second
hybrid method. Namely, the noiseless image is obtained with
minimum iterations by second hybrid method. Therefore, the
time loss is prevented by this method.
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As it is seen in table 1, the maximum error is obtained with
15 iterations by using first hybrid method. Whereas the second
hybrid method gives the maximum error with 3 iterations. This
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